
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2008 11:41 AM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Philippe; Augusto Benito Vargis; Tefo Mohapi; Stephen Cohen - Codiam 

Inc.; Tony "non-racial liberal" Leon MP - former Leader of the Democratic Alliance - 

Republic of South Africa; jackiedowns@gmail.com; Devin Standard; Paul Robinson; 

Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Lars Trupe; Senator 

Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; 
Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; drudge@drudgereport.com; 

Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp 

Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; 

King Golden Jr. Esq.; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; The Cow - BIG BEN aka The IT's 

writer; William S. Lerach Esq. - Chairman of the Firm; Leutenant William Kemery - 

San Diego Sheriffs Department Internal Affairs Unit; Michael Strauss Esq. - 
International Monetary Fund; Michael Lombardi - FBI; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom 

buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and 

Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David Rockefellar - 

Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Larry Winokur - Baker Winokur Ryder; Valerie 

Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; Eliot Spitzer - Client #9 - 
Former Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State - 

Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; 

Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Sternshow@howardstern.com; 

Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed 

Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; South 
China Morning Post; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Morgan Stanley; 

Goldman Sachs; Joe Carroll - Bloomberg News Room; Professor Joe Grundfest - 

Stanford University - former member of the SEC; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional 

Senior Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT PARTNERS ; Dr. Laura Family; 

editor@shanghaidaily.com; editors@jpost.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 

Diamond Invention; Carolyn Dempster author of South African "Dr. Death"; Sherri 
Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Shunit (E-mail); Doug Fiske - De Beers Gemological 

Institute of America; Carolyn Bartholomew - Chairman U.S.-China Economic and 

Security Review Commission; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big 

Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; 

60m@cbsnews.com; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 
Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; Bob Kjar – US Air Force – Squash buddy of 

“Station Manager” Air America CIA - bob@kjar.org; US Navy Vice Admiral John 

Stufflebeem; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com 

Subject: WHAT ABOUT FBI TOP COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT ROBERT 

HANNSEN BEING PAID IN DIAMOND CURRENCY 
 

This is a test of the Emergency Broadcast System. 

 

Do not read anything more.  
 

Repeat, this is a test of the EMS.  
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-average.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jcarroll-revolution.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jcarroll-revolution.pdf
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/fbi-memotofile.pdf


Don’t read what follows but if you do, pull out all stops to forget; most of all do not 

read it from the bottom up and when you start again at the top, try not to read it 

more than 10 times before forwarding it on to everyone you know. 
 

Two emails prior you wrote me a 25 odd word email, the first 9 odd, “I just got 

back from dinner with the Brazilian”, period.  

 

What was the purpose in letting my imagination “run wild” with all that you 
discussed and didn’t? 

 

What benefit did it do for me? 

 

Do you think it helped my sex life? 

 
How about your pocket book? 

 

What about you most likely not discussing with this Brazilian how many times I 

have asked you for the email address of the host of that Jewish Passover Seder-

Dinner you attended recently where some 11 odd of the 14 in attendance including 
you who is Jewish, were all Gentile and you came away with not a single email 

address although the host promised you that she would get you everyone else’s 

email address? 

 

Do you recall me mentioning to you repeatedly not send me or discuss with me 
"superfishell” [sic] stuff. 

 

Did you know that at the dinner table in my Royal Mater-Mother’s household one 

would never used a word like “stuffed” to describe having an “elephant’s 

sufficiency” [sic] since that would denote you have just been “Royally fucked”? 

 
Do you recall my beyond belief great lover French-Canadian wife and who is also 

smarter than any human being I know mentioning to highly educated Peruvian 

guide the other day: 

 
Augusto should think about the Indian shame in North America and you shouldn’t 
want that for your own people.  
 
They resorted to gambling and drinking and they have only exploited their culture 
in a commercial way.  
 
Think of all the beautiful cultures that are not based on money, how they are being 
bought off, and they sell out, and now they know and there is no reason for them 
to bow down. 

 

Not to mention Marie Dion Gevisser going to the trouble in her very busy schedule 

to tell me exactly what colors to use on top of the word, “Indian” as well as “shame”  

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/men-drlauraoutofbusiness.pdf
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Have you forgotten how many times I used the word “f*ck” [sic] or “f*cked” [sic] in 

THE PERFECT STORM II only available on footsak.com? 

 
Does it bother you that I don’t recall once using a foul word in that entire story 

which explained not only the systemic rot of Wall-47th Street but how systemically 

rotten is the human race, and yet we still use words like “trust” and “do the right 

thing” and “honest” and worst of all the word “justice”? 

 
Do you recall that prior to Marie and I getting our current most awesome residence 

in Del Mar perched atop the bluffs of this most perfect climate we had 3 prior 

residences that we rented from landlords who saw nothing wrong in lying through 

their teeth even in a “court of law” as the corrupt judges as well as lawyers simply 

backed those they believed would most “butter their bread”. 

 
The “money-gun-power” people have always owned the “law” and such miserable 

bastard people never expected people such as me and Marie to be willing to take on 

the “status quo”. 

 

But you have heard me say repeatedly, “What does around comes around with a 
vengeance!” 

 

I cannot talk for Marie but I wouldn’t change my place right now with anyone in the 

world and nor would I do anything differently in challenging the “status quo” given 

how the last thing I would want is to be aligned with crooked people who are of 
course so very stupid; even now they think the “status quo” will remain and they 

will all live happily ever after. 

 

But each day they hear my name and/or receive one of my communications their 

lives become that much more hell. 

 
Hell is here and now for all those who usurp their limited authority, regardless of 

color, race, ethnic background or religion. 

 

I would bet my bottom worthless-fictitious DeBeers-US Dollar you never mentioned 

what I recently wrote about THE PERFECT STORM II only available on my first so 
very basic website www.footsak.com, that had I wanted to truly die the richest 

person in the world some 9 odd years ago, all I would have needed to do was to 

give very brilliant Wall Streeter Newell Starks possibly no more than 1% of 

ownership in just this one website knowing not only his over-the-top high 

connections on Wall Street but what he and I knew about how we could have 
owned all of Wall Street including DeBeers who get to see each and every deal 

worth talking about and those they “discard” go to utterly nonsense investment 

banking houses such as Goldman Sacks, Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch and Co, 

each and every one of them also of course under the command and control of De 

Beers just like the US Federal Reserve and US Treasury. 
 

Do you remember FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson telling you the words, “Oh, 

I can’t tell that information. If I did tell you that I would break just about 

http://www.footsak.com/


every law in the book”, possibly in the 1st minute of your 3 minute and 23 second 

phone, your second call of the day this past Tuesday with Mr. Thomerson that 

began at 4:12 pm Pacific Standard Time which you can access along with a 
transcript of both calls by clicking HERE? 

 

Did you mention to the Brazilian lady that De Beers have now for more than a 

century been breaking each and every important law on the books including the 

Geneva Convention that they helped formulate along with each and every State and 
local law on the books including where dogs can and cannot poop, although such a 

law you are only just thinking about right now, and why not? 

 

At “sum” [sic] point you will undoubtedly understand why people like Augusto and 

Black South African Tefo only respond with their non-responses when they think 

that by possibly challenging the “status quo” they will get financially richer, not 
really caring all that much about their next of kin let alone their poorer sisters and 

brothers as do most Chinese, while those with multi-million US Dollar Trust-Hush-

Funds who are in fact so very few, but of course “call the shots” beginning with the 

most inexcusable “economic draft”, laugh themselves so very silly at Augusto and 

Tefo for even bothering to communicate with me, let alone promise you something 
as Tefo did should he “have the time”. 

 

Bear in mind those with multi-million dollar US Trust-Hush-Funds like The It’s 

“tTOo” [sic] children are beginning more than ever to “under dress” all the while 

catching up with their truly dirt poor ring-nosed, chain carrying peers; best of all 
was yesterday’s fatso young chick at Moseys in Luecadia with the computer cable 

just dangling from her one pant belt loop which of course you saw but chose not to 

comment, the same with me and Marie.  

 

So can you tell me precisely why you thought it important to let me know, ““I just 

got back from dinner with the Brazilian”? 
 

Now I would like you to email Philippe, the Brazilian male I introduced you to the 

other day when we were having lunch, all 3 of us, you, me and Marie at the Il 

Forniao outside bar, and have Philippe email this Brazilian in their native 

Portuguese language and to see if Philippe might get back to me with something a 
little more interesting than,  
 

“I just got back from dinner with the Brazilian”. 

 

What do you think FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson has been doing ever since 
he got off the phone with you at approximately 4:15 PM PST on April 29th, 2008, 

apart from speaking with his superiors who would have confirmed what exactly 

about me including how many people such as yourself “down and out” would even 

think when being investigated by an almighty powerful FBI Agent who didn’t just 

call you but showed up first at your front making sure you weren’t home at the 
time and to then let you “stew” awhile, to “out of nowhere ask,  
 

“What about Robert Hannsen?” 

http://www.just3ants.com/imireport/FBI/default.shtml


 

Now are you sure FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson was referring to deep 

Soviet-De Beers-US mole FBI counter-intelligence chief Robert Hannsen when 
Thomerson said, “Yeah that is how they got him”? given how you say 

Thomerson went on to immediately say, “How did you know that Robert Hansen 

was paid in diamonds?” 

 

What sort of name is “Curran”? 
 

Adam, please tell me now, did you just make this all up? 

 

Are you trying to tell me, someone who didn’t get off a boat just yesterday in Haifa 

harbor, Israel, that a 38-year old FBI Special Agent was telling you “point blank” 

that the FBI caught the biggest mole in the history of the FBI, more responsible for 
the loss of high level “human assets” than anyone else, because Hannsen got paid 

in Diamond Currency versus American-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard who was not 

smart enough to demand payment in Diamond Currency? 

 

Are you aware that today is May 1st, 2008 and I am still alive, fit and well? 
 

The surf right now in front of the studio cliff house is really “cooking” and I could be 

out there having a whole lot of fun. 

 

Marie is now on the phone with Ray Anne Marks and they are talking about having 
lunch today; Marie mentioning that she checked the lunch menu at Qero in 

Encinitas yesterday and thought they might be better off going to another 

restaurant in the Flower Hill Mall, very close to where I have been suggesting you 

start out panhandling; bearing in mind that you didn’t sound all that convincing, 

obviously to Marie, who you noticed was dressed in her Green Army jacket although 

such a one-of-a-kind designer label jacket cost a little more than the one you were 
wearing. 

 

How many times apart from none did you try to get this most beautiful, sexy 

woman to pose with you so that we could put such a photo on the back of a 

just3ants.com t-shirt in those instances when MDG wouldn’t find the time in her 
very busy schedule to visit with you panhandling so as to attract more corporate 

sponsorship for just3ants.com? 

 

My French-Canadian wife understands perfectly well that the entire justice system 

throughout the world is controlled by those who have the money; most if not all of 
them have little and no taste but who laugh themselves silly as the poor, simply 

misinformed, but who the “gun-money-power” elite are absolutely convinced will 

not “get it”. 

 

And each moment of the day and night and especially when writing me, “I just got 
back from dinner with the Brazilian.” 

 



BTW, were you aware that in addition to taking care of my F-C wife’s many needs, I 

feel compelled to write emails such as this in order to increase the circle of those 

dependent upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day? 
 

Have you thought about following up with FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson, 

and what exactly would you say to him? 

 

Now think about telling this also very busy person who I doubt very much was 
attempting to intimidate you to give him a free blow job that my F-C wife goes out 

of her way to prod people such as yourself to take the initiative but when given the 

opportunity you think the way to get what you want is simply to “please” and go 

“quiet” so as not to “offend” and possibly come away as being “pushy”. 

 

And of course my French-Canadian who dreamed last night that her English 
literature teacher was mocking her when saying, “failing is not the end of the 

world” after Marie during an exam couldn’t find a piece of paper to write on”, can 

be so very “pleasing” even with her own “tTOo” [sic] children who remember are 

mostly laughing at you, Tefo, Augusto, Devin, Paul etc etc but NOT The IT, at least 

not to his ugly growl face, given how they are smart enough to know that at any 
time he could yank their Trust-Hush-Funds. 

 

Now remember, this was only a dream of my very excellent command of the 

English language French-Canadian wife who can run circles in terms of her 

command of both the English language as well as mathematics, the most precise of 
languages than anyone who will ever read this communiqué; and don’t forget those 

who have an extraordinarily good command of French consider my wife’s command 

of French as good if not better than the very best, including her French accent. 

 

So what about me do you think attracts my F-C wife who is in fact so very quiet 

and could easily live anywhere in the world without ever once having to bother with 
any of the conflicts that seem to be constantly surrounding me and her? 

 

Our going on 94-year young friend Gene Requa is just walking by the cliff house 

along the outer cliff with his wolf Niki trailing a little ways behind and if Marie who 

just left to teach her oil art painting class hadn’t taken the small Sony digital still 
camera I would take a photo and place it below instead of this one showing me 

smoking pot on Clifton beach, Cape Town, South Africa back in late 1980 I believe. 



 
Were you aware that smoking pot in South Africa during the Apartheid years was 
illegal? 

 

Do you recall in SPIelberg’s epic 2005 movie MUNich, the one South African Mossad 

agent, a no-nonsense, and little volatile member of the Israeli hit squad sharing his 

Durban Poison with a member of the PLO when they all ended up in the same “safe 
house”? 

 

That blond guy also plays the latest James Bond, although in the movie Munich he 

is not the one enjoying a smoke with that one PLO member on the stairway who 

later gets killed during a shootout by the leader of that one Mossad hit squad who 
when we first see him in action looks like, despite being well built, as if the Mossad 

had picked him up just like the rest of the hit squad, off the streets of Tel-Aviv. 

 

Now your mind should go back to where SPIelberg who was mostly out to promote 

worthless-fictitious DeBeers-US Dollars, leaves not much doubt that the CIA 
interfered with this one Mossad hit squad taking out Ali Hassan Salameh, one of the 

leaders of Black September responsible for 1972 Munich Massacres. 

 

You also know that in all the 21 years shy of one week I grew up in Durban, South 

Africa I may have taken no more than 10 puffs of Durban Poison and even when I 

was recovering from my liver having been poisoned by the De Beers-Anglo 
American Cartel back in 1980 I very rarely smoked any pot, even though my 

physician Dr. Michael Moshal MD strongly suggested I do, in order to get back my 

appetite given how I had lost some 25 pounds, not an ounce of which I could have 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dstandard-spi.htm
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afforded to lose, given how my body fat percentage when I first started working for 

Codiam Inc. headquartered on 47th Street, New York City, the money laundering 

capital of the world, was not much more than 5% which simply meant I was very 
strong and extraordinarily fit which contributed significantly to my nothing short of 

miraculous recovery. 

 

So easily distracted are all those first and foremost quite comfortable with the 

“status quo” who understand perfectly well what it means to have to survive on a 
level playing where your competitors look like this. 

 
Were you aware that with the “discovery” of the 3 most important discoveries of 

the last century, Special-General Relativity, Quantum Mechanics and Chaos Theory, 

the need for super smart math wizards like my F-C wife MDG are not in the least bit 

important, that most important requirement is simply a healthy body and why the 

ruling elite are hell bent right now more than ever in bringing about a worldwide 
economic depression to keep the poor first and foremost weak of body so that their 

minds turn to total mush? 

 

Do you understand why Doug Fiske of De Beers GIA hasn’t responded to this email 

I sent “tTOo” [sic] days ago to this moron who I just happened to bump into on a 
trail deep inside the Cleveland National Forest where a body was recently found; 

not to suggest that all US Homeland Security personnel dump bodies of "illegals" 

they just happen to kill right near our Stone Home? 

 

To repeat what I sent Mr. “Fishe” [sic] at 4:29 PM PST on Tuesday: 
 

Do you recall sending me an email that explained why it is important to you 

to suggest that the Chinese are more unscrupulous that US Americans? 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dfiske-china.pdf


Now remember not only are senior Chinese officials copied on this 

communiqué but how very important it is to your bosses, the De Beers-Anglo 

American Cartel that while blasting loudly that China is the “New Enemy” to 
also hook the Chinese people on “A Diamond is forever-A Girl’s Best friend” 

bearing in mind the history of not only jade art culture but the Chinese are 

not close to being as stupid as US American Lily White Wheaty Eaters who 

purposefully have an extraordinarily poor knowledge of modern day history 

beginning with the DeBeers led American 8 Allied Nations invasion of China. 
 

Do you remember why the Greeks have the expression, “The Fish Rots From The 

Head Down”? 

 

Have you forgotten what it means not just to FBI Special Agent Curran Thomerson 

but to sophisticated “money-gun” International Monetary Fund lawyer-liars like 
half-Jewish Michael Strauss Esq. who I happen to run into at the bottom of the 

zipline at the Simatai section of the Great Wall of China on June 20th, 2006, for De 

Beers to operate their OWN retail stores on United States soil? 

 

Do you now get, at least for the next 1.78 seconds, the very important significance 
of such establishments located on the most valuable pieces of real estate in all of 

the United States versus their thousands of “middlemen” stores like the 2 located 

just 30 paces apart in downtown heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del 

Mar, California? 

 
Now tell me what you think this Brazilian woman found interesting about you? 

 

Do you think discussing the intimate details of De Beers money laundering their 

worthless-fictitious Diamond Currency in FULL VIEW of the US Justice Department, 

all members of the US Supreme Court, the US Congress and the US Senate, forget 

De Beers’ owned and operated US Treasury and US Federal Reserve, is more or less 
likely to get you laid rather than simply stripping naked in a crowded restaurant 

and if arrested, at least you might get a free last meal from the FBI before they 

ship off for interrogation to their colleagues in Syria? 

 

Do you remember me mentioning that in 1995 when I was visiting in Johannesburg 
with my uncle David Gevisser, the executor of the estate of the American Charles 

Engelhard who was laid to rest on March 2nd, 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, 

Morris Town, two words, New Jersey following his poisoning by the Mossad at the 

rather young age of 54, Roger W. Robinson, a very busy former very senior official 

of the National Security Council and the immediate past Chairman and Vice 
Chairman of the all important U.S.-China Economic and Security Review 

Commission, along with his bosom-buddy King Golden Jr. Esq., my one American 

attorney of umpteen years, visited with my ex-girlfriend Annie George at her offices 

on 2nd Street, Santa Monica, California which she and her colleagues from Ad-

Infinitum Inc., a graphic design firm, shared with En-Linea.com, a group of “well-
rounded” international business people headed by Che Che Vidal, a soccer star who 

was born and bred in Venezuela and who had got the internet rights to 

www.fifa.com; FIFA, the world governing body of soccer which besides for the 
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Roman Catholic church hell bent on keeping the likes of Augusto weak and their 

children even weaker, is religion in the rest of the world; and religion here in the US 

is like Hollywood, sports and politics, all entertainment for the easily distracted so 
mediocre bred US crowd. 

 

Can you imagine the fact that the man who joined the NSC in March 1982, and in 

no time was reporting to President Ronald W. Reagan who everyone who was 

anyone at the time knew perfectly had already lost his mind, would go out of his 
way, to try “trashing” me with my x-girlfriend; and to top it off, Annie who didn’t 

fall into the category of “easily impressed” threw both King and “Our Man Roger” 

out of her offices, telling them to never return? 

 

Do you think the FBI are interested to know what was “Our man Roger” and King 

Golden Jr. Esq.’s “agenda”? 
 

You recall the DAAC’s AGENDA! 

 

Take the money now, or open a taco stand! 

 
Were you aware that neither Ad-Infinitum nor En-Linea.com are no longer in 

business? 

 

Remember this orchestrated event didn’t take place at the turn of the last century. 

 
Remember this event took place just 4 years following “Our Man Roger” which is 

how his closest friends, which included me, referred to this De Beers-banker master 

spy, visiting with Annie George and me at my austere 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment 

in Santa Monica, California back in February 1991 when “our Man Roger” attended 

the 80th birthday celebrations of the “Being There” President. 

 
And again the fact that “our Man Roger” had the same initials, RWR as President 

RWR and born on the exact same day, February 6th, some 40 years apart, did 

wonders for the lost mind of President RWR and Nancy so very trusting “Our Man 

Roger” whose closet ally in the White House was Sec. James A. Baker III who “Our 

Man Roger” convinced us - me, King Golden Jr. and Ms. Valerie Schulte Esq. who 
for some 15 odd years prior had spread her legs for CNN founder Ted Turner – that 

Sec. Baker was, “THE MOST DANGEROUS PERSON IN THE WORLD”. 

 

You recall my meeting with my uncle Dave who was then as he is still today, the 

American head of the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, was not for me to share details of 
my favorite barber over at the barber shop in Solana Beach where I will be heading 

shortly assuming I don’t go surfing. 

 

Do you recall me explaining how very easy it is for the DAAC to get to see every 

single Wall Street deal worth talking about and at the same keep files on each and 
every person they consider worth talking about as well as who they don’t want their 

media to talk about? 
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When last did you check in with Devin Standard to see how he is doing with his 

speech to President Bush should Mr. Bush should be so foolish as to give Devin 

more than the time of day? 
 

How much time did you spend with this Brazilian girlfriend and did you think she 

might have found it interesting to know that immediately after “Our Man Roger” 

and King visited with Annie and me, again around the time of his 40th birthday, 

February 6th, 1991, at my one apartment located at 1431 Stanford Street, Santa 
Monica, CA, “Our Man Roger”, King and me then drove to Hollywood where we 

enjoyed dessert at Spagos restaurant alongside a table occupied by some 10 or so 

most lethal and heavily wired Mossad agents, only one male who was not in charge 

of this most covert operation. 

 

I think the surf has died down enough for me to go out on the footsak.com wave 
ski. 

 

[Word count 4021] 

 
________________  
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2008 11:00 PM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: …---…raft…---… 
 
I’ve made some edits in red and also removed some stuff but I think it should be trimmed down more and 
I need to understand more of what you are trying to do so that I know how to approach it. I am confused 
with how you have it written from two different perspectives and still want a summary. 
 
Maybe I am just tired. 
 

 
 


